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➢ Economic

➢ Recent economic data, while noisy, reflects a partial recovery from the stoppage of activity due to the Covid-19 shutdowns.

➢ Much of the data on the surface appears to be “better than expected” including employment, manufacturing, services, and 

retail sales, reflecting the first stage economic rebound after posting record low numbers as expected.

➢ Economic activity, except in certain sectors remains depressed compared to month end February.  The driving perception 

of recovery includes large percentage changes of activity from a low base.  (100 to 1 = -99%, 1 to 2 = +100%)

➢ Stock market index performance and   “V” talk dominates current market sentiment while economic undercurrent is less 

robust.  With shutdown extensions in time and breadth, permanent damage taking place implying longer time to recovery.

➢ Policy

➢ Checks cut to individuals, unemployment payments being made, PPP rolled out with adjustments – completed.

➢ Next stimulus bill drawn up – Administration $1T infrastructure bill, possible added stimulus, extra and bonus 

unemployment benefits expire end of July

➢ US Treasury issuing over $3 trillion in new debt this year.

➢ Fed purchasing assets, announced purchase of Corporate bonds, launched lending facilities

➢ Election talk, and concern, heating up

➢ Markets

➢ Equity market indices have reversed losses, led by growth and large cap.  Nasdaq at new records, S&P close to even YTD.

➢ Market indices dominated by few, large companies (FAANG+msft) with many sectors not recovering.

➢ Value lagging by largest margin on record, but catching back up in some sectors.

➢ Banks, Energy, Utilities, Industrials recovering but still down significantly year to date.

➢ Interest rates steady, yield curve steepening

➢ Corporate bonds recovering significantly
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Market Outlook

June 30, 2020

➢ Markets are likely to be volatile as Q2 earnings season approaches and a significant number of  companies have provided no 

guidance given the extreme uncertainties of  economic activity.

➢ The coronavirus event has accelerated some of  the existing market themes in the technology sector, while providing longer 

term opportunities in the industrial sector as supply chains shift onshore, and manufacturing and infrastructure investment 

increase.  Many other sectors remain depressed as the pandemic lasts longer than expected.

➢ Inflation may begin to rise as virus induced increases in cost of  doing business may get passed through to consumers.

➢ As FAANG+Microsoft valuations continue to soar, earnings will have to support their higher valuations.  We would also 

need to see the rest of  the economy pick up in order to solidify these extended valuations, or for these valuations to contract 

to come inline with the rest of  the economically sensitive sectors and companies.

➢ In Equity, “new infrastructure” firms have potential to continue to outperform as a new corporate landscape develops. This 

includes; technology equipment and remote communications, medical devices and diagnostics, consumer staples, industrial 

services for onshoring US manufacturing, cashless transactions, movement and storage of  data, hardware, software, cloud.

➢ Within Fixed Income, a focus will be on corporate bonds as an attractive sector given relatively high yields and investor 

quest for income.  Government rescue packages are focused on solvency for consumer and corporate America.

➢ Short term rates (Fed) on hold for very long time near zero % interest rates while new debt issuance will be massive.  

Rescue packages provide for solvency more than profitability with Fed buying all forms of  debt.  Treasury yield curve will 

steepen, and corporate yield spreads will tighten.  Short term corporate bonds provide income earning shelter.

➢ A Growth and Income strategy will focus on income as a driving source of  return via bond income and equity dividends, 

and continue its allocation toward the technology sector, and the evolution of  technology as it applies to consumer 

behavior, industry, health care, and the economy as a whole.  Further price gains in stocks and bonds limited.
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➢ Given continued market recovery, move to underweight 5% strategic asset allocation from neutral.

➢ As market continues to march higher, including many new record highs in growth, technology, (NASDAQ), 

harvest gains and reduce equity risk to 5% underweight long-term strategic market weights.

➢ As gap between Growth sectors such as Technology and E-commerce relative to economic support type equities 

such as banks and industrials (value) widen, rotate sector and security holdings.

➢ Continue to add to income generating assets and equities as gap between equity valuations and fundamental 

earnings potential widens.

➢ Divest of broad market Index exposure dominated by few companies, working deeper into specific 

cheaper sectors and securities.

➢ Continue to add to and build upon “new era infrastructure” assets as previously evolving behaviors 

accelerate and become more permanent

➢ Technology equipment and remote communications, medical devices and diagnostics, Consumer staples, 

Industrial services for onshoring US manufacturing

➢ Cashless transactions, movement and storage of data, hardware, software, cloud

➢ Retain and build upon stable and undervalued companies

➢ Banks and many financial institutions come into situation with strong balance sheets and attractive dividends.

➢ Utilities continue to provide stability and attractive dividend yield.

➢ Short term rates (Fed) on hold for very long time, while new debt issuance will be massive.  Rescue packages provide 

for solvency more than profitability with Fed buying all forms of debt.  Treasury yield curve will steepen and corporate 

yield spreads will tighten.  Fed also buying corporate bonds.  Inflation protection may be warranted.
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Equity Market

➢ Continue to add to, rotate into, and build upon “new era infrastructure” assets while building core income. 

➢ Technology equipment, services, and remote communications, medical devices and diagnostics, Consumer staples, 

Industrial services for onshoring US manufacturing, utilities, pharmaceuticals & Banks

➢ Utilities include NextEra, Dominion, Duke, Southern Company

➢ Technology adds have been Zoom, Dell, Best Buy, Intel, Qualcom, Google, Okta (NVDA, IBM, MSFT, SPYG already core)

➢ Industrial services adds include MMM, Roper, Ryder

➢ Medical devices and diagnostics include Dexcom, Thermo Fisher, Merk

➢ Retain and build upon growth industries that will accelerate in new era

➢ Cashless transactions, movement and storage of data

➢ Retain Equinix, Digital Realty, Iron Mountain, Fiserve, (reduced) Visa

➢ Hardware, software, cloud will continue in high demand including remote communication.

➢ Retain larger allocations to Microsoft, IBM, add XLK (technology) to ETF portfolios

➢ Banks and many financial institutions come into situation with strong balance sheets, yield curve will steepen

➢ Maintain JPM, Capital One, add to Large and regional bank ETF’s KRE and KBE in Core and ETF portfolios

➢ Utilities continue to provide stability and attractive dividends.

➢ Maintain allocations to Core utilities Utility ETF XLU in ETF portfolios

➢ Health and Pharmaceutical focus has been COVID-19, look to other forgotten areas such as oncology, etc.

➢ Companies that have executed an E-commerce plan to broaden sales and distribution of product (Walmart).

➢ Reduce broad market index exposure (FAANG+) amid rotation into cheaper sectors and securities
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Fixed Income Market

➢ Short term rates (Fed) on hold for very long time, while new debt issuance will be massive. Treasury 

yield curve will steepen.

➢ Fed buying everything in sight while adding to lending programs.

➢ Rescue packages provide for solvency more than profitability.  Better for corporate credit than equity.

➢ Income to dominate returns on assets given low rates and reduced price returns moving forward.

➢ Add to and extend spread duration in corporate bonds to increase yields and gain greater sensitivity to 

spread tightening.

➢ Swap out of premium coupon mortgage backed securities given low rates and significant increase in prepayment 

risk.  Prices rising to near all time highs.

➢ Reinvest into longer term fixed rate Corporate bonds amid a steeper credit curve.

➢ Utilize Corporate ETF’s as efficient way to gain access to higher yielding basket, buying at bid side yields

➢ Rotate out of now rich, high quality corporates into cheaper targeted credits

➢ Retain high yielding High Yield allocation (HYT), and MBS (BKT) discounted closed end funds

➢ Evaluate increased risk vs. higher yields across Municipal market.  Potential increase in supply.  Look for 

opportunities. 

➢ Add back to Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) as Energy bottoms and retail discounts begin 

to fade.  Input costs and reduced revenue will push inflation higher.
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Market Review
Broad Market Returns - June 30, 2020

➢ Q2 2020 was marked by a partial restarting of the Global and US economies from the sudden stoppage 

in Q1.  Despite still significantly lower levels of economic activity than the pre Covid 19 pandemic, 

market indices made a significant comeback, implying a “V” shaped recovery.

➢ Major Equity market indices reversed Q1 losses led by technology and a few large (FAANG+) names 

that make up significant portions of the indices.  Only 30% of the S&P 500 had positive returns year to 

date with 70% still in negative territory.  “Value” stocks continued to lag “Growth” by a record spread.

➢ Interest rates stabilized causing treasury bond returns to stall out from their extraordinary gains for the 

year, while tightening yield spread caused Corporate bonds to rally in Q2 after the market blowout 

caused by COVID-19 in March.
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Market Review
Yield Curve and Credit Rating Returns – June 30, 2020

➢ Total returns on Treasuries in Q2 was close to zero as interest rates settled in at record low levels due to Fed 

moving short term rates to 0% together with Quantitative easing and buying significant longer-term debt.

➢ Longer duration bonds were negative for the quarter as the curve steepened slightly due to significant increased 

issuance to fund the rescue packages, giving back some of the extraordinary gains for the year.

➢ With the Fed bringing rates to the lower bounds and pledging to buy anything necessary to maintain liquidity, 

corporate bonds soared from beaten down levels, specifically BBB and High Yield.

➢ Mortgage Backed securities stalled as lower interest rates are spurring significant prepayment activity.
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Market Review
Equity Market Returns – June 30, 2020

➢ Government rescue programs including cash to consumers and forgivable loans to small, medium, and 

large businesses helped reverse some of the Q1 losses across sectors.  Growth continues to lead.

➢ Social distancing, business office shutdowns, and home confinement accelerated E-Commerce and 

remote working and communications activity, driving Consumer discretionary and Technology sectors.

➢ Broader economically sensitive sectors such as financials, industrials, and energy remain negative YTD 

since the market downturn given continued economic uncertainties.

➢ Energy rebounded significantly in Q2, however remains the worst performing sector for the year.

➢ Growth stocks have taken back their leadership in 2020, due to excess liquidity & the need for technology 

moving into a post Covid-19 world.  Small and Mid Cap stocks rebounded during the quarter.
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Market Review
Yield Curve – June 30, 2020

➢ Interest rates stabilized near their record low levels as the Fed declared an accommodating policy stance 

for the foreseeable future.

➢ The yield curve steepened slightly with longer term rates rising more than short term rates, returning to a 

positive overall yield curve slope.
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Market Review
Monetary Policy – June 2020

➢ The Fed brought rates to their “lower bound”, continued purchases of Treasuries, Mortgages & 

Corporates (Both Investment Grade & High Yield) and declared to do anything necessary to keep 

liquidity in the markets.

➢ The Fed has suggested it will keep rates low for the foreseeable future in order to help the economy get 

past Covid-19 and eventually move back to their longer-term goals. 

Federal Reserve Median Economic Projections

As of 6/10/2020

Change in GDP Actual 2020 2021 2022 Longer Run

June 2020 Projection -6.5 5 3.5 1.8

   December 2019 Projection 2 1.9 1.8 1.9

Actual Q1 2020 yoy/qoq 0.3/-5%

Unemployment Rate

June 2020 Projection 9.3 6.5 5.5 4.1

   December 2019 Projection 3.5 3.6 3.7 4.1

Actual Q2 2020 11.1%

PCE Inflation

June 2020 Projection 0.8 1.6 1.7 2

   December 2019 Projection 1.9 2 2 2

Actual May 2020 0.5%

Core PCE Inflation

June 2020 Projection 1 1.5 1.7

   December 2019 Projection 1.9 2 2

Actual March 2019 1.2%

Projected Policy Path- Fed Funds

June 2020 Projection 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.5

   December 2019 Projection 1.55 1.6 2.9 2.1 2.5
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Market Review
Monetary Policy – June 2020

➢ The Fed Board has united in their decision to hold rates low, with only 2 dissenter's out to 2022. 
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➢ The equity market appears to have made a “V” shaped recovery, however performance of  sectors 

and securities within the index is bifurcated.

➢ Market indices have been driven by a few large companies with strong performance that make up 

a significant percentage, while a large percentage of  the indices remain negative year to date.



CONFIDENTIAL

Market Cap Comparison

S&P 500 

Company 

Name
Sector

S&P 500 

Index 

Weight

Sector 

Weight

Q2 2020 

Return

YTD 

Return

Microsoft CorporationInformation Technology 6.24% 22.32% 29.4% 29.8%

Apple Inc. Information Technology 5.99% 21.43% 43.8% 24.9%

Amazon.com Inc. Consumer Discretionary 5.12% 45.32% 41.5% 49.3%

Alphabet Inc. Communication Services 3.45% 15.72% 22.0% 5.9%

Facebook Inc. Communication Services 2.26% 20.28% 36.1% 10.6%

Total weight/average return 23.0% 34.6% 24.1%

Market Weighted Contribution to Index return 7.8% 6.2%

S&P 500 Index 100% 20.5% -3.1%

➢ The top 5 stocks in the S&P 500 make up 23% of  the 

index.

➢ These stocks returned an average of  24% YTD and 

6% market weighted return vs -3% for total S&P 500

➢ 70% of  S&P 500 stocks remain negative YTD

➢ Consumer Discretionary and Info Tech are best 

performing sectors Q2 and YTD.

➢ Amazon makes up 45% of  the value of  Consumer 

Discretionary sector with a trailing P/E of  152 and 

forward P/E of  61

➢ These few leaders may not be able to continue to 

generate these returns without enough fundamental 

economic support that would also support the rest.



Market Review
Sector valuations – Info Tech and Consumer Discretionary P/E
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Consumer Discretionary

Information Technology
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Market Review
Corporate Yield Spreads – June 2020

➢ Corporate yield spreads continued to tighten due to rescue programs promoting solvency and low interest 

rates pushing investors to search for yield.

➢ Corporate credit conditions remain solid and risk of default has not risen to the degree that credit spreads 

have widened.  Spreads may continue to grind lower into 2020.

➢ Default risk has indeed increased in many sectors, so sector and security selection is critical while investing 

in corporate bonds.
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Market Review
International Yield Curves– June 2020

➢ Global central banks have begun to back off the notion of further push into negative rates territory, as 

negative consequences of the policy become evident.

➢ The US continues as one of the highest yielding developed countries, as many such as Japan and 

Europe remain in negative territory.
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Economic Environment

June 2020

➢ Global GDP has fallen in Q1 given the beginning of a contractionary period brought on by the pandemic.

➢ US GDP fell by -5% annualized rate in Q1, and it is expected it dropped -35% annualized in Q2.

➢ Inflation has migrated lower however expectations of future inflation have risen due to the increased cost 

of doing business associated with new safety precautions as a result of the coronavirus.

➢ The Citi surprise index has spiked as economic numbers continue to beat the low expectations many 

economist had predicted.

*Australia Inflation as of 3/31/2020

GDP YoY % Change Inflation YoY % Change

Q1 2020

One 

Year Change

US 0.30 2.70 (2.40)

Eurozone (3.10) 1.50 (4.60)

Germany (2.30) 1.00 (3.30)

France (5.00) 1.70 (6.70)

Italy (5.45) 0.28 (5.73)

UK (1.70) 2.00 (3.70)

Canada (5.90) 1.50 (7.40)

Mexico (1.37) 1.13 (2.50)

Australia 1.40 1.70 (0.30)

Japan (1.70) 0.80 (2.50)

China (6.80) 6.40 (13.20)

Russia 1.60 0.40 1.20

Brazil (0.25) 0.59 (0.84)

Inflation YoY % Change

May 2020

One 

Year Change

US 0.10 1.80 (1.70)

Eurozone 0.10 1.20 (1.10)

Germany 0.60 1.40 (0.80)

France 0.40 0.90 (0.50)

Italy (0.20) 0.80 (1.00)

UK 0.50 2.00 (1.50)

Canada (0.40) 2.40 (2.80)

Mexico 2.84 4.28 (1.44)

Australia 2.20 1.30 0.90

Japan 0.10 0.70 (0.60)

China 2.40 2.70 (0.30)

Russia 3.00 5.10 (2.10)

Brazil 1.88 4.66 (2.78)
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Economic Environment

June 2020

➢ Economic activity has shrunk given the sudden stoppage of global economic activity, and has since 

begun to recover on a rolling basis around the globe following the coronavirus recoveries. 

➢ Consumption & investment rebounded, however remain depressed relative to pre shutdown levels due to 

extended uncertainties and prolonged social distancing restrictions.

➢ Retail sales have ticked up recently, primarily E-commerce, while investment has paused due to 

uncertainties.



Economic Environment
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➢ While recent month over month retail sales show significant percentage gains, comparisons to pre-

crisis levels show many sectors are still far from full recovery.

➢ Retail sales are dominated by E-commerce, benefitting Amazon and those companies that have 

established a strong internet based sales platform.
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Economic Environment 
Employment and Inflation – June 2020

➢ Inflation has fallen given the  significant drop in oil prices due to the global halt in airline travel, other 

transportation, and manufacturing.

➢ Future expectations of  inflation have started to increase as the realization of  the increased costs 

associated with working, living, and operating in a post-pandemic world with increases health and 

safety measures.  Lower top line revenue presents need to pass through higher costs.

➢ Capacity utilization and Employment has bottomed as economies reopen, however this could be a 

slow process as many states use different tactics to fight Covid-19 and its presence remains.
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Economic Environment 
Employment and Inflation – June 2020

➢ Like overall capacity utilization, employment utilization (the labor force participation rate) at the 

prime working age has begun to rebound.

➢ Average hourly earnings have spiked due to layoffs at lower wages, but have begun to revert as low 

wage workers return to work.  This helps show the reason behind slow average wage growth pre 

pandemic with the significant percentage of  job growth being lower wage workers.
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Economic Environment 
Employment – Monthly Payrolls – June 2020

➢ Monthly Payrolls rebounded as some of  the initial round of  layoffs and furloughs reverse and people are 

called back to work, however, there is a long way to go for full recovery.

➢ The unemployment rate has fallen to 11% from extreme levels as workers are brought back to work, 

however continuing claims for unemployment insurance and new rounds of  permanent job cut 

announcements suggest a prolonged recovery.

➢ Personal income rose 10.5% in April due to government payouts and enhanced unemployment benefits, 

which will end at the end of  July if  not extended.
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Economic Environment 
Employment – Monthly Payrolls – June 2020

➢ The manufacturing and Non Manufacturing sector purchasing manager surveys have risen above 50, 

showing growth relative to the previous month, but activity remains at a very low absolute level.

➢ Initial claims for unemployment spiked due to COVID-19 government mandated work closures, have 

recently migrated lower, but remain at historically high extremes.

➢ Employees are being called back to work, improving the unemployment indicators; however the 

undertow of  increased job cuts and business failures may present a challenge.
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Economic Environment 
Mortgage Rates and Housing – June 2020

➢ The recent drop in interest rates has brought mortgage commitment rates down with it to record levels.

➢ After a near stoppage of  housing activity on the initial shutdown, lower mortgage rates have supported 

home sales to some degree, and recent moderation in home prices has generated renewed activity in the 

housing market.

➢ There has been a spike in prepayment activity.
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Economic Environment

June 2020

➢ The COVID-19 economic halt caused extreme volatility in the oil markets with demand falling originally 

due to halting travel and manufacturing, resulting in supply increasing. 

➢ After an initial glut that caused prices to go negative due to no storage capacity, supply has been reduced 

due to production cuts and shutting wells – both voluntary and by business necessity.

➢ Talks between OPEC leaders have been mixed with oil markets stabilizing around $40 after the fallout. 

➢ The Dollar remained volatile in a still narrow range, due mostly to uncertainties around government 

stimulus packages and the long-term impacts of  the COVID-19 Outbreak.


